
Links between the liquid-gas anddeon�nement-hadronization phase transitionsI.N. MishustinFrankfurt Institute for Advaned Studies, J.W. Goethe Universit�at,Max-von-Laue Str. 1, D{60438 Frankfurt am Main, GermanyKurhatov Institute, Russian Researh Center, Kurhatov Sq. 1, 123182 Mosow, RussiaAbstratAording to present understanding, strongly interating matter has severalphase transitions in di�erent domains of the temperature-baryon density plane.One of them, the liquid-gas phase transition, is well established theoretially andstudied experimentally in nulear multifragmentation reations at intermediate en-ergies. The other one, the deon�nement phase transition, is at the fous of presentexperimental studies with relativisti heavy-ion beams at SPS and RHIC. We dis-uss possible links between these two phase transitions from the viewpoint of theirexperimental identi�ation in violent nulear ollisions.1 General remarksA general goal of present and future experiments with heavy-ion beams is to study theproperties of strongly interating matter away from the nulear ground state. The maininterest is foused on searhing for possible phase transitions in suh matter. Severalphases are predited in di�erent domains of temperature T|baryon density �B plane.As well known, strongly interating matter has at least one multi-baryon bound stateat �B = �0 � 0:16 fm�3 and binding energy of about 10 MeV, orresponding to normalnulei. This means that the equation of state of symmetri nulear matter has a zero-pressure point at �B = �0. Sine the pressure should also vanish at �B ! 0, it must bea non-monotoni funtion of �B, i. e. �P=��B < 0 in a ertain density interval. Thisondition signals instability of matter with respet to growing density perturbations, aharatersisti feature of the liquid-gas phase transition. Therefore, it follows from thevery existene of the nulear bound state that there should be a �rst order phase transitionof the liquid-gas type in normal nulear matter at subsaturation densities, �B < �0, andlow temperatures, T � 10 MeV.The nulear liquid-gas phase transition manifests itself most learly in a remarkablephenomenon known as nulear multifragmentation, observed in intermediate-energy nu-lear reations. Here we mention only a few guiding ideas whih helped to identify thisphase transition. The �rst one is the anomaly (plateau) in the alori urve, whih was�rst predited theoretially [1℄ and later on found experimentally [2℄. More reently, aninteresting proposal was made [3, 4℄ to look for anomalous energy utuations in themultifragmentation events, whih might be a good signal of a �rst order phase transitionin �nite systems. Another produtive idea proposed in ref. [5℄ was to searh for residual1



signals of the spinodal deomposition expeted in onnetion with a liquid-gas phase tran-sition. Suh a signal, although small, was indeed found experimentally as an enhanedemission of equal-size fragments [6℄. Other evidenes for the liquid-gas phase transitioninlude large multipliity utuations and bimodality [7, 8℄, ritial behavior [8, 9, 10℄near the ritial point et.The situation at high T and nonzero baryon hemial potential �B (�B > 0) is notso lear, although everybody is sure that the deon�nement and hiral transitions shouldour somewhere. It is expeted that the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) is formed at highenough T and �B. A rigorous theoretial bakground for these studies is provided bythe QCD based numerial simulations on a lattie. However, at present reliable lattiealulations exist only for � = 0 i.e. �B = 0 where they predit a smooth deon�nementtransition (rossover) at T � 170 MeV [11℄. As model alulations show, the phasediagram in the (T; �B) plane may ontain a �rst order transition line (below alled theritial line) whih ends at a (tri)ritial point [12, 13, 14℄. Unfortunately, at �nite � thelattie alulations su�er from the so alled "sign problem" and annot be done easily.Di�erent approximation shemes lead to di�ering preditions onerning the existene ofa ritial point (see e.g. refs. [15, 16, 17℄). Possible signatures of this point in heavy-ionollisions were disussed in ref. [18℄. However, it is unlear at present whether ritialutuations assoiated with the seond order phase transition an develop in a rapidlyexpanding system produed in a relativisti heavy-ion ollision, beause of the ritialslowing down e�et [19℄. In our opinion, more promissing strategy would be to searh fora �rst order phase transition whih should have muh more spetaular manifestations,whih we disuss below.Relative to the liquid-gas transition, the exploration of the QCD phase diagram isonsiderably more hallenging. On the theoretial side, we have no tratable models torelay on to predit how the phase diagram looks in the T -� plane, nor where the dynamialtrajetories will go. Sine, by the nature of a phase transition, the e�etive degrees offreedom are di�erent in the two phases, often two di�erent models are applied below andabove the ritial line. On the other hand, the lattie QCD an only be applied to thesystems in statistial equilibrium, i. e. it annot be be used for dynamial simulations inreal time. With regard to dynamial models, the best andidate is perhaps uid dynamiswhih needs no spei� information about the struture of the matter but merely needsmarosopi quantities suh as the equation of state and kineti oeÆients. However,in its standard form this model is unsuitable for studies of unstable situations assoiatedwith a �rst order phase transition. Thus, it is very diÆult to provide the experimentalistswith a quantitative guidane ensuring that the parameters of the experiments are thosewhere the phase transition signals are best seen.On the experimental side, the exploration of the QCD phase struture is made extraompliated by the fat that only the hadroni phase survives (apart from eletromagnetiprobes), in ontrast to the nulear liquid-gas transition where both phases our in the�nal state: the liquid in the form of heavy and intermediate-mass fragments, and the gasin the form of nuleons and light lusters. Therefore, it is important to use experieneaumulated in the liquid-gas phase transition studies for designing the analysis tehniques2



for the exploration of the deon�nement-hadronization phase transition. For this reasonsalone, it would be desirable to pursue further the liquid-gas transition studies.A similarity between the liquid-gas phase transition and the hadronization proess isthe presene of more than one onserved harge: At low energy we have eletri harge(Z) in addition to mass number (A), while at high energy, in addition to baryon numberB (whih is idential to A) and eletri harge Q (whih orresponds to Z), we have alsostrangeness (S). Therefore, the lessons learned at low energy regarding multiomponentsystems may be very helpful to the QGP studies too.Finally, notwithstanding the large unertainty with regard to the value of the ritialbaryon density (above whih the deon�nement transition is of �rst order), it appearslikely that the �rst-order transition an best be studied experimentally in the region ofmoderate bombarding energies where ompressed matter is haraterized by a onsider-able net baryon density. As we know now, a strongly interating matter produed atRHIC, presumably a hot quark-gluon plasma, has pratially vanishing net baryon den-sity [20℄. While more suitable onditions may well have been ahieved already at SPS,those data have not been analyzed in a way whih would unambiguously demonstrate theQGP formation. The most promising faility for the future is the planned FAIR at GSI,where ompressed baryoni matter is one of the prime areas of intended researh. Fromthis perspetive, there is a natural evolution from nulear multifragmentation reations,where a ertain degree of initial ompression is needed to ensure the subsequent dilutionthat will bring the bulk matter into the region of spinodal instability: If a (onsiderably)larger degree of ompression is ahieved, then the system may be brought into the regionof oexistene between baryon-rih hadroni matter and baryon-rih deon�ned plasma.A striking feature of entral heavy-ion ollisions at high energies, on�rmed in manyexperiments (see e.g. [21, 22℄), is a very strong olletive expansion of matter at laterstages of the reation. This proess looks like an explosion with the matter ow velo-ities omparable with the speed of light. The appliability of equilibrium onepts fordesribing phase transitions under suh onditions beomes questionable and one shouldexpet strong non-equilibrium e�ets. Below we demonstrate that non-equilibrium phasetransitions in rapidly expanding matter an lead to interesting phenomena whih, in aertain sense, are even easier to observe.2 Dynamial fragmentation of a metastable phase2.1 Nulear liquid-gas transitionInstead of going into ompliated transport alulations let us onsider a simple modelshowing how the olletive ow an modify the onventional piture of a �rst order phasetransition [23℄. Let us onsider �rst the liquid-gas transition in nulear matter. Weassume that a system expands uniformly with the olletive veloity �eld of a Hubble type,vf(r) = Hr, where H is an appropriate Hubble onstant. The expansion ats against theattrative fores whih keep the nuleons together at normal density. Therefore, insteadof uniformly expanding the whole system it is energetially more favorable to split it into3



droplets whih preserve a suÆiently high density inside, to keep attrative fores ating,and reede from eah other aording to the Hubble law. The spae between the dropletsis almost empty so that the energy ost for produing suh an inhomogeneous state maybe estimated as an extra interfae area times a surfae tension oeÆient �. One shouldexpet that in violent reations where a thermal exitation is high, � might be signi�antlyredued ompared to the value of about 1 MeV/fm2 known for old nulei. The shape ofthe droplets, whih is determined by the loal density utuations, might be also quiteompliated. But for our order-of-magnitude estimates we assume that the system splitsinto more or less spherial droplets of a similar size.Now let us imagine that at the stage of the break-up the expanding system is repre-sented by the olletion of droplets (nulear fragments) separated by fully developed sur-faes. In leptodermous approximation the total energy of an individual spherial dropletof radius R = (3A=4��B)1=3 an be deomposed asE = Ebulk + Ekin + Esur: (1)Here the bulk term at �B 6= �0 an be written asEbulk = "aV + K2 �1� �B�0 �2# � A ; (2)where aV is the bulk oeÆient in the Weizs�aker formula and K is the inompressibil-ity modulus. The kineti energy of an individual droplet, assoiated with its olletiveexpansion with respet to the enter of mass, is easily alulated,Ekin = Z R0 12mNv2f(r)�(r)4�r2dr = 2�5 mNH2�R5; (3)where mN is the nuleon mass. The surfae energy of a droplet is 4�R2�. It is worthnoting that the olletive kineti energy ats here as an e�etive long-range potentialsimilar to the Coulomb potential in nulei.To �nd the optimal droplet size one an apply the Grady's argument [24℄ that theredistribution of matter is a loal proess minimizing the energy per droplet volume,�E=V . Then, sine the bulk ontribution does not depend on R, the minimization on-dition onstitutes the balane between the olletive kineti energy and interfae energy.This gives A = 4�3 �R3 = 20�3 �mNH2 : (4)It is determined by only two parameters: surfae tension � and Hubble onstant H.The latter one an be estimated from ow observables. For instane, in entral Au+ Au ollisions at 150, 250 and 400 MeV/nuleon the measured ow veloities vf are0.20, 0.26 and 0.34 respetively [21℄. Now one an estimate the Hubble onstant asH�1 = RAu=vf , whih gives 35, 26 and 20 fm/, respetively. To get the mean fragmentmass A � 3, as seen in experiment, one should take in eq. (4) � � 0:2 MeV/fm24



that is by about fator 5 smaller than in old nulei! May be this is not surprisingbeause at a \temperature" 17 MeV, obtained for this reation, � would already vanishin a thermodynamially equilibrium system. One should bear in mind, however, thatthe observed old fragments are produed from hot primary fragments after their de-exitation. Therefore, primary fragments produed at the break-up stage should be bigger.Knowing A, one an use the minimum information priniple [25, 26℄ to determinethe inlusive fragment mass distribution P (A). Let us impose a normalization ondition,PA P (A) = 1, and assume that the mean fragment mass, A =PAAP (A), is �xed. Nowone an de�ne the information funtion asPA P (A) lnP (A) and �nd P (A) by minimizingit under the above onstraints. The result isP (A) = 1A exp��AA� : (5)This kind of mass distributions has been obtained in numerial simulations [27℄ as wellas in the free-jet fragmentation experiments [26℄ It is remarkable that exatly this typeof mass (harge) distributions is also observed in nulear experiments! For instane,exponential fragment harge distributions have been found in entral Au + Au ollisionsat 150, 250 and 400 MeV/nuleon [21℄ disussed above. By applying naively the statistialapproah to these reations one gets muh too steep harge distributions (smaller A), i.e.a smaller number of IMF's.2.2 Deon�nement-hadronization transitionA similar senario may also be plausible for the deon�nement-hadronization phase transi-tion in relativisti nulear ollisions [28, 29℄. The di�erene will be mainly in the parame-ters haraterizing this phase transition. Let us assume that the dynamial fragmentationof the deon�ned (Q) phase results in a olletion of QGP droplets embedded in a dilutehadroni (H) phase, as illustrated in �g. 1. The optimal droplet size an be determinedby applying the same energy balane presription disussed above. The only di�ereneis that the droplet mass with respet to the hadroni bakground is now alulated asM = �EV , where �E = EQ�EH is the energy density di�erene of Q and H bulk phases,and V is the volume of the droplet. Applying the Grady's minimization rule we get theoptimum droplet radius R� = � 5��EH2�1=3 : (6)As Eq. (6) indiates, the droplet size depends strongly on H. When expansion isslow (small H) the droplets are big. Ultimately, the proess may look like a �ssion ofa loud of plasma. But fast expansion should lead to very small droplets. This state ofmatter is very far from thermodynamial equilibrium, partiularly beause the H phaseis very dilute. One an say that the metastable Q matter is torn apart by a mehanialstrain assoiated with the olletive expansion. This has a diret analogy with the dy-namial multifragmentation desribed in the previous setion or with the fragmentationof pressurized uids leaving nozzles [26℄. 5



Figure 1: Shemati view of multi-droplet state produed after the dynamial fragmen-tation of a metastable high energy-density phase (in this example, the Q phase). Thedroplets are embedded in the low energy-density phase (in this example, the H phase).Eah droplet expands individually as well as partiipates in the overall Hubble-like ex-pansion.At ultrarelativisti ollision energies assoiated with RHIC and LHC experiments, theexpansion of partoni matter will be very anisotropi with its strongest omponent alongthe beam diretion [30℄. Clear indiations of suh an anisotropy are seen already at SPSenergies (see [22℄). It is natural to think that in this ase the inhomogeneities assoiatedwith the phase transition will rearrange into panake-like slabs of Q matter embedded ina dilute H phase. The harateristi width of the slab, 2L, an be estimated in a similarway and the resulting expression for L� di�ers from Eq. (6) only by a geometrial fator(3 instead of 5 in parentheses). Generally, the faster is the expansion, the smaller are thefratures. Of ourse, at a later time the Q droplets will further fragment in the transversediretion due to the transverse expansion.The driving fore for expansion is the pressure gradient, rP =� 2srE , whih dependsruially on the sound veloity in the matter, s. Here we are interested in the expansionrate of the partoni phase whih is not diretly observable. In the viinity of the phasetransition, one may expet a \soft point" [31, 32℄ where the sound veloity is smallest andthe ability of matter to generate the olletive expansion is minimal. If the initial state ofthe Q phase is lose to this point, its subsequent expansion will be slow. Aordingly, thedroplets produed in this ase will be big. When moving away from the soft point, onewould see smaller and smaller droplets. For numerial estimates we hoose two values ofthe Hubble onstant: H�1=20 fm/ to represent the slow expansion from the soft pointand H�1=6 fm/ for the fast expansion.One should also speify two other parameters, � and �E . The surfae tension � is6



a subjet of debate at present. Lattie simulations indiate that at the ritial point itould be as low as a few MeV/fm2. However, for our non-equilibrium senario, moreappropriate values are loser to 10-20 MeV/fm2 whih follow from e�etive hiral models.As a ompromise, the value � = 10 MeV/fm2 is used below for rough estimates. Bearingin mind that nuleons and heavy mesons are the smallest droplets of the Q phase, onean take �E = 0:5 GeV/fm3, i.e. the energy density inside the nuleon. Then one getsR�=3.4 fm for H�1=20 fm/ and R�=1.5 fm for H�1=6 fm/. As follows from eq. (6),for a spherial droplet V / 1=�E , and in the �rst approximation its mass,M� � �EV = 20�3 �H2 ; (7)is independent of �E (ompare with eq. (4). For two values of R� given above the massis �100 GeV and �10 GeV, respetively. The panake-like droplets ould be heavier dueto their larger transverse size. As mentioned in the previous setion, the distribution ofdroplet masses should follow an exponential law, exp �� MM� �. Thus, about 2/3 of dropletshave masses smaller than M�, but with 1% probability one an �nd droplets as heavy as5M�.3 Observable manifestations of quark dropletsAfter separation, the QGP droplets will reede from eah other aording to the globalolletive expansion, predominantly in the beam diretion. Therefore, their .m. rapidi-ties yi will be in one-to-one orrespondene with their spatial positions. One may expetthat they will be distributed more or less uniformly between the target and the projetilerapidities. Sine resatterings in the dilute H phase are rare, most hadrons produedfrom individual droplets will go diretly into detetors. This may explain why freeze-outparameters extrated from the hadroni yields are lose to the phase transition boundary[20℄. Indeed, due to the rapid expansion it is unlikely that the thermodynamial equilib-rium will be established between the Q and H phases or within the H phase alone. If thiswere to happen, the �nal H phase would be more or less uniform, and thus there wouldbe no traes of the droplet phase in the �nal state.The �nal fate of individual droplets depends on their sizes and on details of the equa-tion of state. Due to the additional Laplae pressure, 2�=R, the residual expansion ofindividual droplets will slow down. The smaller droplets may even reverse their expan-sion and ooling to shrinking and reheating. Then, the onversion of Q matter into Hphase may proeed through the formation of the imploding deagration front [32, 33℄.Bigger droplets may expand further until they enter the region of spinodal instabilityAt this stage the di�erene between 1-st and 2-nd order phase transitions or a rossoveris insigni�ant. Sine the harateristi \rolling down" time is rather short, � 1 fm/[34℄, the Q droplets will be rapidly onverted into the non-equilibrium H phase. In refs.[35, 36, 37℄ the evolution of individual droplets was studied numerially within a hydro-dynamial approah inluding dynamial hiral �elds. It has been demonstrated that the7



energy released at the spinodal deomposition an be transferred diretly into the olle-tive osillations of the (�; �) �elds whih give rise to the soft pion radiation. One an alsoexpet the formation of Disoriented Chiral Condensates (DCC) in the voids between theQ droplets.An interesting possibility arises if the metastable Q phase has a point of zero pressure.In partiular, this is the ase for the MIT bag model equation of state at temperatures onlyslightly below T [38℄. In this ase the droplets might be in mehanial equilibrium withthe surrounding vauum (PH �0), like atomi nulei or water droplets. The equilibriumondition is PQ = �Q2�2 �7�4180T 4 + �26 T 2�2 + 112�4�� B = 2�R ; (8)where �Q = 12 is the degeneray fator for massless u and d quarks (the gluon ontribu-tion is omitted here), and B is a bag onstant. The evolution is then governed by theevaporation of hadrons from the surfae (see also the disussion in Ref. [39℄). One anspeulate about all kinds of exoti objets, like e.g. strangelets, glueballs, formed in thisway. The possibility of forming "vauum bubbles', i.e. regions with depleted quark andgluon ondensates, was disussed in ref. [35℄. All these interesting possibilities deservefurther study and numerial simulations.

Figure 2: Shemati view of the momentum spae distribution of seondary hadronsprodued from an ensemble of droplets. Eah droplet emits hadrons (mostly pions) withina rapidity interval Æy � 1 and azimuthal angle spreading of Æ� � 1.In the droplet phase the mean number of produed hadrons in a given rapidity intervalis hNi = NDXi ni = hnihNDi ; (9)8



where ni is the mean multipliity of hadrons emitted from a droplet i, hni is the averagemultipliity per droplet and hNDi is the mean number of droplets produed in this interval.If droplets do not overlap in the rapidity spae, eah droplet will give a bump in the hadronrapidity distribution around its enter-of-mass rapidity yi [28, 34℄. In ase of a Boltzmannspetrum the width of the bump will be Æy �pT=m, where T is the droplet temperatureand m is the partile mass. At T � 100 MeV this gives Æy � 0:8 for pions and Æy � 0:3 fornuleons. These spetra might be slightly modi�ed by the residual expansion of droplets.Due to the radial expansion of the �reball the droplets should also be well separated in theazimuthal angle. The harateristi angular spreading of pions produed by an individualdroplet is determined by the ratio of the thermal momentum of emitted pions to theirmean transverse momentum, Æ� � 3T=hp?i � 1. The resulting phase-spae distribution ofhadrons in a single event will be a superposition of ontributions from di�erent Q dropletssuperimposed on a more or less uniform bakground from the H phase. Suh a distributionis shown shematially in Fig. 2. It is obvious that suh inhomogeneities (lusterization)in the momentum spae will be reeted in strong non-statistial utuations of hadronmultipliities measured in a given rapidity and angular window. The utuations will bemore pronouned if primordial droplets are big, as expeted in the viinity of the softpoint. If droplets as heavy as 100 GeV are formed, eah of them will emit up to �200pions within a narrow rapidity and angular intervals, Æy � 1, Æ� � 1. If only a fewdroplets are produed in average per unit rapidity, ND & 1, they will be easily resolvedand analyzed. On the other hand, the utuations will be suppressed by fator pND ifmany small droplets shine in the same rapidity interval.It is onvenient to haraterize the multipliity utuations in a given rapidity windowby the saled variane !N � hN2i � hNi2hNi : (10)Its important property is that !N = 1 for the Poisson distribution, and therefore anydeviation from unity will signal a non-statistial emission mehanism. As shown in ref.[40℄, for an ensemble of emitting soures (droplets) !N an be expressed in a simple form,!N = !n + hni!D, where !n is an average multipliity utuation in a single droplet, !Dis the utuation in the droplet size distribution and hni is the mean multipliity from asingle droplet. Sine !n and !D are typially of order of unity, the utuations from themulti-droplet emission are enhaned by the fator hni. Aording to the piture of a �rstorder phase transition advoated above, this enhanement fator ould be as large as 102.Until now no strong anomalies in hadron multipliities distributions have been observedin relativisti heavy-ion ollisions (see e. g. ref. [41℄).4 Conlusions� It is most likely that strongly interating matter has at least two �rst order phasetransitions, i.e. the nulear liquid-gas transition and the deon�nement-hadronizationtransition. Their unambiguous experimental identi�ation is the main goal of high-9



energy heavy-ion ollision experiments at present and future failities. Studyingphase transitions in suh a dynamial environment should take into aount strongnon-equilibrium e�ets.� A �rst order phase transition in rapidly expanding matter should proeed throughthe nonequilibrium stage when a metastable phase splits into droplets whose sizeis inversely proportional to the expansion rate. The primordial droplets should bebiggest in the viinity of a soft point when the expansion is slowest.� Hadron emission from droplets of the quark-gluon plasma should lead to large non-statistial utuations in their rapidity and azimuthal spetra, as well as in multi-pliity distributions in a given rapidity window. The hadron abundanes may reetdiretly the hemial omposition in the plasma phase.� To identify the phase transition threshold the measurements should be done atdi�erent ollision energies. The predited dependene on the expansion rate andthe reation geometry an be heked in ollisions with di�erent ion masses andimpat parameters.� If the �rst order deon�nement/hiral phase transition is only possible at �nitebaryon densities, one should try to identify it by searhing for the anomalous u-tuations in the regions of phase spae haraterized by a large baryon hemialpotential. These ould be the nulear fragmentation regions in ollisions with veryhigh energies (high-energy SPS, RHIC, LHC) or the entral rapidity region in lessenergeti ollisions (AGS, low-energy SPS, future GSI faility FAIR).� A rih experiene is aumulated in theoretial and experimental studies of nu-lear multifragmentation as a signal of the liquid-gas phase transition in normalnulear matter. One should use these lessons in future studies of the deon�nement-hadronization and hiral phase transitions in relativisti heavy-ion ollisions.I thank J. Randrup for friutful disussions and useful advises. This work was supportedin part by the grants RFFR 05-02-04013 and NS-8756.2006.2 (Russia).Referenes[1℄ J.P. Bondorf, R. Donangelo, I.N. Mishustin, H. Shulz, Nul. Phys.A444, 460 (1985).[2℄ J. Pohodzalla and ALADIN Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 75. 1040 (1995).[3℄ Ph. Chomaz, F. Gulminelli, and V. Duot, Phys. Rev. E64, 046114 (2001).[4℄ M. D'Agostino et al., Phys. Lett. B473, 219 (2000).[5℄ Ph. Chomaz, M. Colonna and J. Randrup, Phys. Rep. 389, 263 (2004).[6℄ B. Borderie et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 3252 (2001).10
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